
In this issue of Drug Discovery World we continue our theme of
discussing how best to exploit the remarkable recent advances in
genomics and proteomics, described by Ben Chen in his article

as ‘the Pandora’s box of intellectual property’. This author suggests
that for optimal value to be derived from this treasure chest of
potential riches there will have to be a considerable increase in the
number of strategic partnering deals. The magnitude of the task is
well illustrated by his estimate that, whereas current drug targets
number about 500, this could increase to as many as 10,000 in the
next 10 years or so. The true impact of genomics on drug discovery
becomes apparent with the suggestion that well over half of the drug
targets being pursued in 2002 are likely to be genomics-derived.

Protection of the intellectual property contained in the above-
mentioned ‘Pandora’s box’ continues to exercise the minds of
patent attorneys advising those providing and using genomics-
derived information. In his article in this issue, Jorge Goldstein
points out that we may have to wait 15 years or so before all the
questions currently being posed are fully answered. It does, howev-
er, behove those involved to know what these questions are and
what best estimates can be made as to the most likely answers.

As study of the human proteome becomes an increasingly high
priority it will be necessary to develop better and faster protein ana-
lytical methods. Such methods, which are reviewed by Jeffrey
Kiplinger will add to the mass of data to be processed and in this
issue Steve Gardner advocates adding life science informatics to the
ever-increasing list of technologies which can, and perhaps should,
be out-sourced.

An inevitable consequence of the development of drugs with new,
but well-defined, targets is that clinical trial practice and design will
change. Karol Sikora maintains in these pages that, at least for anti-
cancer drugs, the availability of assays for drug-target interactions
will enable surrogate endpoints to be used increasingly. Since these
are likely to be rapid, easy and cheap their use should speed up the
process of drug development. This process is also likely to be made
more efficient as the understanding of pharmacogenetics increases.
Klaus Lindpaintner indicates in his article that the addition of phar-
macogenetics to the more traditional pharmacodynamics and phar-
macokinetics represents an evolution in the history of medicine
which should lead to better assessment being made of the eligibili-
ty of patients for particular drugs.

The various developments I have referred to above do not come
without cost penalties and it is a difficult balancing act to reconcile
this with the ever-increasing demands by governments to limit the
costs of healthcare, especially drug costs. Health economic argu-
ments are likely to be used increasingly to justify the introduction
of new drugs and may, indeed, be added to the traditional regula-
tory requirements based on quality, safety and efficacy. We include
an article by Ann-Marie Craig and Lisa Kennedy on this subject.

Finally, the topical interest in stem cell research is reviewed by

Alan Colman. As the source of potential competitors, alternatives
or additions to drug therapy regular updates on this research
should be of considerable interest to readers of DDW.

May I thank all of the thousands of readers who have taken time
to complete and return their free subscription forms. If you have not
yet completed returned your form then please do so today which
will enable us to guarantee your free personal copy in the future.

Dr Roger Brimblecombe PhD, DSc, FRCPath, FIBiol

Correction: In the Spring issue of DDW (Vol. 2 No. 2) Figure 1 on page 11

(‘e-R&D – the net@work’ by Dr Alpheus Bingham and Dr Neil Bodick)

should have been attributed to Pharma Strategy Consulting and not Strategic

Pharma Consultants. Also on page 20 in the same issue (‘Biologically

Relevant Chemistry’ by Dr Stephen Hill), the colours green and yellow have

been transposed in the pie-chart within Figure 1. The percentages on the

right are correct ie 11% Animal Toxicity and 30% Lack of Efficacy. In both

cases we apologise for any confusion this may have caused. 
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